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Impressive in size, scope and detail unparalleled in the market, the 2020 Standard Catalog of World Coins, 1901-2000, provides the most compelling and complete catalog to 20th Century coins in the world. You've come to rely on this mammoth reference for the most up-to-date pricing and coin detail, as well as the most complete and insightful
review of available and collectable world coins. A worldwide network of 120 experts continues to uncover collector coin issues never before published. For the collector or researcher attempting to identify world coins, this is the perfect single source. Inside this one-of-a-kind catalog, you'll find: • One million accurate coin prices–empowering you to
make informed buying or selling decisions. • MS65 and PR65 values for much of the catalog • Detailed coin information unmatched in the hobby, making identification a snap • 60,000+ images, making the catalog the most visual reference on the market • Globally accepted KM reference numbers key to identificationWhat's more, coins struck in
gold, platinum and silver are detailed with: • Total coin weight • Fineness • Actual precious metal weight Be the first to know! And go from well-read to best read with book recs, deals and more in your inbox every week. And go from well-read to best read with book recs, deals and more in your inbox every week. Dismiss Thanks! Something
awesome is on its way. Back to Top Visit other sites in the Penguin Random House Network CC BY 2.0/MoneyBlogNewz/Flickr What makes some American currency pieces among the most valuable coins ever? It’s a combination of factors like scarcity, minting errors and historical significance. Here are 10 of the most valuable old U.S. coins for you to
start saving your most valuable American pennies for. 1913 Liberty Head V Nickel Lady Liberty dons the front of this five-cent piece, but that was a mistake, making the 1913 Liberty Head V nickel extremely rare. Only five of these coins were minted and done so without the permission of the U.S. Treasury. The coins are worth three to four million
dollars, depending on condition. CC0/Crotalus horridus/Wikimedia Commons 1794 Flowing Hair Dollar What makes this silver dollar so expensive is it’s the first dollar to be minted by the U.S. Federal Government. One sold for $10 million in 2013, aCC0rding to Mental Floss, and its 2019 value is closer to $825,000, making it the fourth most valuable
U.S. coin on CoinTrackers list. CC0/United States Mint, Smithsonian Institution/Wikimedia Commons 1870 S Liberty Seated Dollar “S” stands for San Francisco, the location where the most expensive of the 1870 Liberty Seated dollars were minted. The S coins might fetch about $177,000 in 2019, but if in certified mint condition, one might be worth
almost two million dollars, aCC0rding to CoinTracker. 1927 D St. Gaudens Double Eagle In 1933, President Theodore Roosevelt signed an Executive Order requiring all gold coins to be redeemed for paper currency to prevent gold hoarding. The coins were melted down and converted to gold bars. The 180,000 1927 D St. Gaudens Double Eagle coins
that were originally minted fell prey to this order and were reduced to only 11 to 15. CoinTrackers estimates its value at $1,200,000 in early 2019. 1838 O Capped Bust Half Dollar What makes these coins extremely rare is that only a handful – about 20 or fewer — were produced in the New Orleans branch of the U.S. Mint. You might buy one for
about $160,000, if you can find one, or upwards of $745,000 if it’s in certified mint state. 1933 Indian Head Gold Eagle It seems that a small number of these ten-dollar coins were released after President Roosevelt’s order in 1933 forbidding gold hoarding, thus making it technically legal to own the coins. Thirty or 40 may still exist, says Indian Head
Eagles, and some have sold for up to $552,000. 1817/4 Capped Bust Half Dollar A curiosity in production causes these coins to be extremely rare. On the coin’s date, the seven in 1817 is stamped over a four. The seven over fours are by far the rarest of the half dollars produced at the Philadelphia Mint, explains CoinWeek. Eleven are known to exist
and may be worth about $500,000. CC0/Lost Dutchman Rare Coins/Wikimedia Commons 1797 Draped Bust Half Dollar The 1797 version of the U.S. half dollar has 15 stars encircling Lady Liberty, which sets it apart from 50-cent pieces made in previous and following years. An uncirculated mint condition specimen may be worth over a million
dollars, aCC0rding to USA Coin Book, or even nearly $40,000 in just good condition. 1901 Morgan Silver Dollar Most 1901 Morgan Silver Dollars are worth around $3,000. But there’s one uncirculated coin in MS-65 condition — that’s Mint State Gem Uncirculated with only minor marks or imperfections, explains Heritage Auction. This 1901 coin is
considered the rarest Morgan silver dollar minted at the Philadelphia mint, valued at about $425,000. CC0/Brandon Grossardt/Wikimedia Commons 1893 S Morgan Silver Dollar Another Morgan Silver Dollar, this one was minted in San Francisco. Only 100,000 of the coins were originally minted, and since they were much needed in the economy in
1893, very few are in mint condition. Those that are might grab upwards of $300,000. CC0/Brandon Grossardt/Wikimedia Commons MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET NumismaticsThe study of currency Currency Coins Banknotes Forgery List ISO Circulating currencies Africa The Americas Europe Asia Oceania Local currencies Company
scrip LETS Time dollars Fictional currenciesProposed currencies History Historical currencies Greek Roman China India Persian Tibetan Japan Thai Filipino Malay Byzantine Medieval currencies Production Mint Designers Coining Milling Hammering Cast Exonumia Credit cards Medals Tokens Cheques Notaphily Banknotes Scripophily Stocks Bonds
Glossary of numismatics Numismatics portal Money portalvte The Standard Catalog of World Coins is a series of numismatic catalogs, commonly known as the Krause catalogs. They are published by Krause Publications, a division of Active Interest Media. Overview The by-century volumes list by date virtually every coin type, most of which are
photographed, with mintage and other information, plus market valuations in up to 5 grades. Listings are by denomination rather than series, as in earlier World coin catalogs. The proprietary Krause-Mishler (or KM) numbers are widely used; for just a few countries earlier systems such as Y (Yeoman) and C (Craig) numbers are given instead. The
century format is often considered inconvenient and expensive for those who collect geographically, and date listings are clipped at the century mark. Originally covering 1835 or so to date, the main catalog (first edition 1972) evolved into an annual 20th century-only work, plus separate 17th, 18th, and 19th century volumes which are revised on a
three-year cycle. Beginning with the 34th (2007) ed, listings covering 2001 to date are included in a separate 21st Century catalog. Data from the by-century volumes are collated together in special editions for Crowns, Gold, German, and North American coins. Fantasies and medallion issues, which do not appear in the other catalogs, are covered in
a publication called Unusual World Coins. There is also a publication called Collecting World Coins that includes only 20th- and 21st-century coins that circulated regularly. The 12th (1986) and 19th (1992) are two-volume hardcovers covering 1700-date; 13th (1987) is the last edition to include cross-references to Yeoman and Craig; 23rd (1996) is the
last main edition covering 1800-date; 33rd (2006) is the last 20th century edition including 21st century listings. List priced at $73 to $85 ($25 for the shorter 21st century catalog)[1] they are often discounted, and can be found in many public libraries. Older editions are steeply discounted even though revisions between editions in many areas are
minimal. Following the appearance of unlicensed DVD versions, DVDs were included with the 1601-1700 4th edition, the 1901-2000 36th edition, and possibly others, but are now sold as a separate product. In 1975, the Catalog comprised a single volume with about 1,000 pages. By 2007, it had expanded to a five-volume set with more than 6,000
pages in total.[2] Early editions attribute authorship to the publisher Chester L. Krause, and Clifford Mishler, although starting with the second edition Colin R. Bruce II was the actual chief compiler and is given an editor or senior editor title on later editions. According to Coin World, Bruce was the lead cataloger and editor of every annual edition
from 1976 through 2007, retiring in 2008.[2] George S. Cuhaj is the current editor, with Thomas Michael credited as market analyst, although Krause collate contributions from many collecting experts and dealers. Edition Most recent editions, as of November 2019. Standard Catalog of World Coins Standard Catalog of World Coins - 1601–1700, 7th
Edition, publication date 2018, Krause Publications, ISBN 978-1-4402-4857-3 Standard Catalog of World Coins - 1701–1800, 7th Edition, publication date 2016, Krause Publications, ISBN 978-1-4402-4706-4 Standard Catalog of World Coins - 1801–1900, 9th Edition, publication date 2019, Krause Publications, ISBN 978-1-4402-4895-5 2020 Standard
Catalog of World Coins - 1901–2000, 47th Edition, publication date 2019, Krause Publications, ISBN 978-1-4402-4896-2 2020 Standard Catalog of World Coins - 2001–Date, 14th Edition, publication date 2019, Krause Publications, ISBN 978-1-4402-4897-9 All with digital copy available separately. Other related catalogs Collecting World Coins:
Standard Catalog of Circulating Coinage - 1901–Present, 15th Edition, publication date 2015, Krause Publications, ISBN 978-1-4402-4460-5 Digital copy available separately. Standard Catalog of German Coins - 1501–Present, 3rd Edition, publication date 2011, Krause Publications, ISBN 978-1-4402-1402-8 Digital copy available separately. Standard
Catalog of World Crowns and Talers - From 1601 to date, 1st Edition, publication date 1994, Krause Publications, ISBN 978-0-8734-1211-7 Standard Catalog of World Gold Coins: With Platinum and Palladium Issues - 1601–Present, 6th Edition, publication date 2009, Krause Publications, ISBN 978-1-4402-0424-1 Digital copy available separately.
Unusual World Coins, 6th Edition, publication date 2011, Krause Publications, ISBN 978-1-4402-1702-9 Digital copy available separately. See also Money portal Coin catalog Standard Catalog of World Paper Money A Guide Book of United States Coins References ^ Krause Publications. "World Coins Bookstore". Retrieved 16 September 2011. ^ a b
Starck, Jeff (October 23, 2017). "Numismatist, author Colin R. Bruce II dies; long-time Krause Publications editor helmed 'Standard Catalog' series". Coin World. Vol. 58, no. 3002. p. 28. External links NGC's online price guide powered by Krause Publications NumisMaster Krause Publications Numismaster.com Retrieved from "
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